
 
From: Joy Eliason Alden 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2019 7:48 PM 
To: Ann Yang <anny@hermosabch.org> 
Subject: Pictures for CCM 

 
Hi Ann, 

I have taken pics as once again the ball has been dropped.  Yesterday, I called the non-emergency police 
re the attached pic of a Bobcat parked – to have someone from the City come out later, slowly park behind, 
not get out of the car…to then drive away without doing anything (well what appeared to be NO close up 
investigation).  They sat there for about 10-15 minutes [in car] and then left.  Yesterday there was no 
signage and just one orange post.  At the end of today, not only have the construction peeps parked and 
dumped stuff there again, they have put up orange posts with one sign AND it clearly has the wrong dates 
(pictured).  You can see the dates say 7-9 thru 7/12 (today is 7/17).  The sign posts are from the actual site 
on Bayview from last week - and brought out here.  THEN across the street (on 16th as well) one of the 
drivers of a white truck (who drives around with an orange post in his white truck and smokes (even though 
I asked him not to months ago, and mentioned the City was smoke-free) started putting the folded signs 
next to the monstrosity (pictured…what it is I do not know) but it is in between two orange posts [no 
signs].  What I do know is there is no appropriate signage on either of these!  Bottom line:  two spots for the 
residents are in use overnight again (and all day today) without proper documentation signage.  I called 
non-emergency again over an hour ago and have yet to see anyone come out.  And honestly in this heat, it 
is just downright rude for someone to smoke while they stroll back and forth to the site – not caring about 
the residents.  I wish the City would be responsible – not only regarding this parking issue…but to tell the 
contractors in place about us being smoke-free (and to tell their workers) and to be mindful of the 
residents!  This guy could be one of the contractors – I do not know…but he is constantly smoking and has 
been rude about it.  So frustrating… 
 
It appears that no one seems to care; yet when / if a resident is mis-parked, tickets go out right away…and 
that is if we can even get parking!   
 
So I went out and took 7 pictures to help the City see what goes…and did all I could on my end.   
Please add this to the original email!   
Thank you… 

 
 
















